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SHOW OFF COLLECTION



The idea of Dondoks sandals 
was first brainstormed back in 2015 as our co-

founder Carmen Cerrillo was travelling to Spain. She 
was looking for a pair of nice colorful sandals, but she 

couldn’t find anything she liked. 
She thought how nice would it be to have a pair of 

stylish, fashion sandal for summer.
After coming back to Paris where she lives and 

shared the idea with her best friend Charlotte who just 
graduated from a renowned fashion school, they realized 
it was time to create a product that would combine high 

quality materials with beautiful and feminine designs. 
Fast forward two years, and they are proud to 

announce the launch of Dondoks.



Our second 
collection is once again an 

invitation to spend all year long with sassy 
& colorful sandals at your feet. 

We’ll always be dreaming about these places that 
call for endless summers lounging on the beach, 

sipping cocktails on fabulous rooftops while watching 
the sun rise & set.

With the desire to build Dondoks’ DNA inspired by 
our latino influences and our passion for vivid color 
pallets, we will continue to celebrate feminity and 

originality while combining lavish materials together.

The Show Off Collection might also be the symbol 
of the lights turning off soon on our stage life    

without ever giving up on the SHOW.

It’s time to Show Off baby!



YOYO BLUE / ORANGE  YOYO  PINK / YELLOW 



YOYO WHITEYOYO NUDE







JUJU BLUE / ORANGE JUJU PINK / YELLOW 



JUJU WHITEJUJU NUDE





FRIDA BLUE / ORANGE FRIDA PINK / YELLOW 



FRIDA RED / FLAMINGO FRIDA NUDE







JAJA BLUE / ORANGE JAJA PINK / YELLOW 



JAJA RED / FLAMINGO JAJA NUDE







LETY BLUE / ORANGE LETY PINK / YELLOW 



LETY RED / FLAMINGO LETY NUDE



INFO: 
dondoks@gmail.com

E-STORE:
www.dondoks.com

PRESS:
Wild Communication
thomas@wildcommunication.fr
valerie@wildcommunication.fr

#DressUpYourFeet


